A RECITAL
For The Ages

Recital Reflection Questions

Ask your piano students the following questions and then insert their answers into the Recital Reflection Mad Gab on the following page.

**Question 1** - What are three positive words you would use to describe your performance?

**Question 2** - What is one thing you would like to improve upon in future performances?

**Question 3** - What is one piece of advice you would give to students performing at their first recital?

**Question 4** - What is one piece you heard someone else play that you would like to play in the future?

**Question 5** - How would you rate your recital performance on a scale of 1-10?
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"Breathtaking and Brilliant"

- U. R. Fabulous

Eager crowds of music lovers gathered recently to watch the students of ___(your name)___ take the stage in the year’s most prestigious piano celebration.

A hush fell over the audience as ___(student name)___ arrived on stage. From the very first note it was clear that (s)he had done some serious preparation.

Critics called her/his performance ___(Answer #1)___, ___(Answer #1)___, and ___(Answer #1)___.

But while ___(student name)___ was flattered by the praise (s)he was already looking forward to her/his next performance. “I’d really like to ___(Answer #2)___,” (s)he told reporters while ducking into the back seat of a waiting car.

___(student name)___ has always been clear about what it takes to perform with success. “You just need to ___(Answer #3)___,” is a phrase her/his followers have adopted with zeal… printing it on t-shirts and waving matching banners outside the venues where (s)he performs.

Rumors are circulating that ___(student name)___’s next performance could be of the highly-acclaimed piece ___(Answer #4)___ . Stay tuned for confirmation of this event, as it is one that should not be missed!

All in all, her/his performance was a solid ___(Answer #5)___ out of 10 stars, meaning this young pianist is definitely one to watch.